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BUSINESS MACHINE MAINTENANCE - INT RMEDIATE

0.0
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29.0 Moto-Drive 44.0 -Keyboard Entry Slide

30.0 Rotate Mechanism 45.0 Register
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32.0 Keyboard 47.0 Universal Bar

33.0 Mainspring 48.0 Credit Balance

34.0 ShiFt 49.0 Main Shalt Clu ch

35.0 Cycle Clutch 50.0 Printing

36.0 Print Mechanism 51.0 Ribbon Advance and Reve_se

37.0 Estapement 52.0 Line Spacing

38.0 Backspace 53.0 Troubleshooting

39.0 Carrier Return



TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTrVE NO. 264_

TNTERMEDIATE)

CAREER_OPPORTUNITIES

--..The student will demonstrate his familarity with career opportunities,
-student organizations, and shop safety practices by_answering correctly
-80% of the questions on each of the accompanying I.P.O. criterion
:measures.

NO.

26.1

INT
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO._

Given a list of_job
titles, the student
will select with 100%
accuracy the titles
related to this field.

26.2 Given a print out of
general shop area,
student will locate
position of all fire
extinguishers on the
print out.

26.3 The_student will with
75% accuracy answer
questions about student
organization available
to him.

CRITERION MEASURES

Circle those areas related to this field.
a. Janitor
b. ServiceDispatcher
c. Parts man
d. Installation man
e. Salesman
f. Public Relations
g. Shop foreman
h. Service Mechanic
i. Service Manager
j. Secretary

26.2 Mark position of fire extinguisher on
print out.

26.3 1. Name one club especially designed
for Industrial Education students.

2. What doesVICAmean?
Who can belong to V I C A?
What benefits are derived from
belonging to V I C A?
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COURSE BUSI ES MACHINE MA TENANCE (INTERMEDIATE)

TTIO4INAL PKRFORNANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 27.0

The student will with 80% accuracy draw an organization chart, enter an
initial parts order and will draw a typical inventory card for a business
machine maintenance shop. The criterion measure of this I.P.O. is
contained in the I.P.O. measures.

NO.

27.1

27.2

27.3

INTERNED TATE
P ORMANCE OBJECTITES

The student will with
80% accuracy draw an
organization chart of
a business machine
maintenance service
shop. (5 man)

The student will with
80% accuracy make up
an initial parts order
for a Business Machine
shop with man service
department.

The student will with
80% accuracy set up a
perpetual inventory
card system for a
Business Machine
Maintenance shop with
a five man service
department.

NO . CRIT ION MEASURES

27. 1

27.2

27.3

Draw an organization chart for a
Business Machine Maintenance shop.
(5 man

Make up an initial parts order for a
Business Machine Maintenance shop.
(5 man)

Draw a sample inventory card.
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TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 28.0

CO INE MINTENANCE ( INTERMEDIATE)

REVIE

AJpon completion of a unit of instruction, a review of the theory of operation
of the Olivetti electric type _iter, the student will answer correctly 75%
of the questions 'on a teacher made test. In addition upon being given an
Olivt:tti electric -typewriter, the student will restore to proper operating
condition five desinated malfunctions within 75% accuracy as judgcad by
attachtd rating scale. The criterion measure of this TPO is contained in
the IPO measure
Neatness l5 Accuracy SO%
Speed - 10P- Selection of tool Sq'

INEUMEnINTE
_TERMMOIANCE OBJECTIVES NO CRITEMION

28.1
28.2
28.3
28.4
28.5

On each of the IPO's
below:
Given an Olivetti ele-
ctric typewriter with
a specified malfunction
the student will
troubleshoot, repair,
adjust, and/or replace
parts within 75%
accuracy as judged by
attached rating scale.

Failure to print
Skipping
Backspace
Carriage return
Ribbon reverse

28.0 Test attached.

One the Olivetti electric typewriter
assigned to you, troubleshoot and repair
as needed each of the specified mal-
functions below to bring the machine back
to operating condition.

28.1 Correct "failure to,print"
28.2 Correct "skipping malfunction"
28.3 Correct "baCkspace malfunction"
28.4 Correct "carriage return"
28.5 Correct "ribbon reverse"

8



COURSE MAINTENANCE (INTERMEDIATE)

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 29.0 MOTOR DRIVE

The student wi11 disassemble, identify and reassemble the motor drive on an
IBM Selectric typewriter with 75% accuracy as judged by attached rating
scale.

Selection of tools - 25%
Accuracy
Speed 10%
Neatness - 15%

NO.
INrKEI lATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO.

79.1

29.2

Given a ictora1 chart
of the motor drive
assembly, the student
will correctly ident-
ify six of eight parts.

29.0
29.1

Given an IBM Selectric 29.2
typewriter, the student
will remove and rein-
stall the motor drive
with 75% accuracy.

CRITERION --s

See attached te
Identify the ei
chart.

parts on.the attached

Remove and reinstall the motor drive on
an IBM Selectric typewriter. You will
be graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools
Accuracy - 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%



Figure 32_ Carbon ribbon indicator.

(COMIL,y pf lithlnalitillak.P1,th.v,

Figure 33. Shaded pule molor.

29.1
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=

As-

l'iguire ; Shiided pole meitor diugram.

C aracitor-start motor.

a

((otifily of lol,omational IlLiuc tIchflL!5 Corporalwo)

Figure 36. : mi)Ior diorram.



.0 Crit rion M_asure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the motor d-ive
on an IBM selectric typewriter.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of t- 1 -

Accuracy - S0 0

Speed - 10'0

Neatness - 1S90
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TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO ;Tx ft_ RO-ATE MEcHANTSM

The student will disassemble, identify and reassemble the rotate mechanism
on an IBM Selectric typewriter with 75% accuracy as juded by attached
rating scale.

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed.
Neatness - 15%

NO.

30.1

2

INTNED TE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO

30.0
Given a pictoral chart 30.1
of the rotate assembly
the student will cor-
rectly identify five of
six parts.

Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter, the student
will remove and re-
install the rotate
mechanism with 75%
accuracy.

CRITERION MEASURES

See attached test.
Identify the six parts on the attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the rotate mechanisr
on an IBM Selectric typewriter. You wil]
be graded n the following scale:

Selection of tuols 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%
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30.1

(CooMsy of International Business Machine: Co r- on)

Figure 53. Tilt-I operation.

esy of Interna(ional Business Machines Corporation)

Figure 54. Tilt-2- operation.

(Courtesy .,f international Business Machines Corpo

1 I .gire 55. Tilt-3 operation.

ion)

(Courtesy .4 Intonational Business Machines Corporation)

utre 5 (5 . Rotate tnechanistnrocker portion.

Figto.

(Courtesy .4 International flunln _Machines Curpurallun)

Ire Systern.
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30.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the rotate
mechanism on an IBM selectric typewriter.

Y.ou will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools 25%

Accuracy - 50%

Speed 10%

Neatness - 15%



COURSE

T INAL PERFORI4ACE
OBJECTIVE NO. 3is,D

111N,L MAII\MNANCE (INTERMEDIATE)

TILT

The student will disassemble, identify and reassenihie the tilt mechanism
-on an IBM Selectric typewriter with 75% accuracy judged by attached
:-iating scale.

NO.
INTERXEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO,

1

31.2

Given a pictoral chart
of the tilt assembly
the student will
correctly identi fy
seven of ten parts.

Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter, the studen
will remove and re-
install the tilt
mechanism with 75%
accuracy.

31.0
31 .1

31. 2

CRITERION NEASURES

S cc at ached test.Identity the ten -parts on attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the tilt mechanism
on an IBM Selectric typewriter. You wil
be graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%



(Courtesy of International Fh

31 1

iness Machine% Cornoraiiiin)

Figure 43. Rocker assembly.

Platen
Lower Case
Hemisphere

Upper Case
Hem! ere Type fiead

(Courtey tif Internitionai Moine% !Vachon.%

Figure 44% Type head top vic.

Sprn9 Clip
Type Head
Cover

(Cott

Platen Type Head

y Internanon-I nosiness Machines (orpormion)

Figure 45. I rpc head and platenfide view,

Type Head Reaming Clip

(Courtesy lineman nal Ilusine%s Machine% Corporation)

Elgin. 46. Type It monming.

16
inn manumit notifies% Maehmes. Corporal( o)

47 7itt au bwicanr Aer punkin.



31.0 Criterion Measure

Disassembi- identify the parts, and reassemble the tilt mechanism
on an IBM selectric typewriter.

You -ill be graded as f-llows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy

Speed

Neatness

- 10%

- 15°0
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PER.FORXANCE
IVE NO

oxnsE BUSINESS N IINE MA TENANCE (INTERMEDIATE)

KEYBOARD

Ilie-student will disassemble, identify and reassemble the keyboard on
IBM Selectric typewriter with 75% accuracy as judged by attached
ng scale:

election of tools 25%
Accuracy 50%

Speed
Neatness

10%
15%

PMFOIMANCE OBJECTIVES NO

Given a pictorial chart
of-the keyboard assembly
the student will correct
lY identify 6 of 8

parts.

Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter the student
wiil remove and rein-
stall the keyboard as-
sembly with 75% accuracy

32.0
32.1

32.2

CRITEMION MEASURES

See attached tes
Identify the
chart.

Is)arts on the attached

Re ove and reinstall the keyboard as-
serbly on an IBM Selectric typewriter.
You will be graded on the following
scale:

Selection of tools 25%
--fteuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

18



3 2 1

(Courtesy of 1ract-m(10mi Business Ntachines Corporat:on)

Figure 65. Negative.5 ro(ate operation.
(Courte*i of lot ernariesnal Busin aehtttel Corporation)

Figure 66. Negative-3 rotate up

(Courtesy nternation-

Figure 67. Kcyboaid section nd character

C _?f 1-11-111 ririns

ce* atesy of International MN isesn Mflinc Corporatism)

Figure 68. Selector ircrposer.

19

Interposer

Business hin

S I cror Compensator Tube

ScIector Compensator
Boil

Interposer Latch
SorIog

Corporiton

B.A. INTERPOSER T REST
INTERPOSER LATCHED

.

DOWN

(Curtj t International Business Maehines Corporation)

Figure 09. Interposer latch and sekcIor
compensator.



32.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the par s, a d reassemble the keyboard on
an IBM selectric typewriter.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection -f tools 25%

Accuracy - 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%

2 0



eTERMINAL PERFORMANCE
-ORJECTIVE NO. 33.0

-E BUSINES- -ACHINE INTENANCE INTERMEDIATE)

MAINSPRING

lie,-_student will disassemble, identify and reassemble the mainspring
of an IBM Selectric typewriter with 75 % accuracy as judged by attach d
ating scale.
-Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy-- 50%

INTERMEDIATE
/410. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Given a pictorial chart
of the mainspring assem-
bly, the student will
correctly identify 5

of 7 parts.

.2 Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter the_student
will remove-Tand rein-
stall the mainspring
with 75% accuracy.

33.2

Speed
Neatness

10%
15%

CRITERION MEASURES
See attached test.
Identify the 7 parts on the attached
chart.

Re ove and reinstall the mainspring_on
an IBM Selectric typewriter. You will
be graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy SO%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

2 1



33.1

A. REST POSITION

Trigger-Knockoff Eccentric
Forces Trigger To Reor

Ex men(
To

Tri ger

B. ACTIVE POSITION

(cooness BINIHs!,

figure 139, EA(1' trigVer rafiOn (1 '11 Atylr),

'One pnratinn)

(Courtesy et !flftrflMioJ Dur ts Machines Corporsikth)



33.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble,,identify the parts, and reassemble the mainspring
on an IBM selectric typewriter.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection, of ools 25%

Accuracy SO%

Speed - 10%

Neatness 15%
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anaSEBUSINE5S_AACHINE

PERFORKkNCE
-ENO. 34 .0

AINTENANCE CINTERMEDIATE)

SHIFT

e student will disassemble, identify, and reassemble the shift on an IBM
,electric typewriter with 75% accuracy as judged by attached rating scale.
4'--

,,,;Selection of tools 25%
VAccuracy - SO%
Speed 10%

--Neatness 15%

NO.

34.

4 . 2

IATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO.

Given a pictoral
chart of the shift
assembly, the student
will correctly ident-
ify six of eight parts.

Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter, the
student will remove
and reinstall the shi t
with 75% accuracy.

34.0
34 .1

34 . 2

CRITERION 11FASLIRES

See attached test.
Identify the eight parts on the attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the shift on an
IBM Selectric typewriter. You will be
graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools - 25%
Accuracy SO%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

2 4



(Courtesy of International nosiness Machines Corrwratior0'

Figure M ono! AY I

(Courtesy of ItrnIiuh.I Business Machines CorpOralion)

Figwe 7V_ Shift reletoe mechonimn.



34.0 Crite_i-n Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the shift on
an IBM selectric typewriter.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy - SO%

Speed - 10%

Neatness 15%

26



vmoimme, PERFORMANCE

OBJECTIVE NO 35 0

BUSINESS MACHINE MAINTENANCE INTERMEDIATE)

:Y.CLE CLUTCH

The student will disassemble, identify and reassemble the cycle clutch
':-(Dn an IBM Selectric typewriter with 75% accuracy as judged by attached
.rating.scale:

Selection of tools 25%
7 Accuracy 50%

Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

INTEMMED LATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

.2

a

Given a pictorial chart
of the cycle clutch as-
sembly, the student will
correctly identify
of 9 parts.

Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter the .student
will remove and rein-
stall the cycle clutch
with 75% accuracy.

NO CRIT 0

35.
35.1

.2

See attached test.
Identify the 9 parts on the a_tached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the cycle clutch
on an IBM Selectric typewriter. You
will be graded on the following scale:
Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

2 7



(Coutky ol International Business ttfachiric% curourstuso

Figure 35. C/wracttr interrupt

A. REST POSITION B. TIVE POSITION

(Courtesy ot Inkuuon.t nusinem NI.,,nocs Corporation/

Figure 36. Shill interlo.;..

Wouncty of International jijfli 1. rorporanoe)

Figure 87. Cycle clukhexple,led view.

Cycle Clutch Lotch Brkt.

Cycle Clutch Sleeve

Cycle Clutch Spring

Cycle Clutch Latch

truur y of International Business MaChirie5 Corro(atton't

Figure 88. Cycle clutch latchside view.

Cy CL Collor
Cy. CI. Rettorlog Com

CL SlerVe

(Courtesy of Inteosettonal aUSiness Machines corporation)

Figure 89. Cycle clutch



35.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts and reassemble the cycle clutch
on an IBM selectric typewriter.

You will he graded as follows:

Selection of tools - r%

Accuracy - 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%
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BUSINESS MACHINE MAINTE ACOURS

:.:TERMINAL PFOPNACE
'-'0t1IM'TIVE NO. 36.0

C (INTERMEDIATE)

PRINT MECHANISM

:The student will disassemble, icentify and reassemble the print mecha-
-tism on an IBM Selectric typewiter with 75% accuracy as judged by attached
rating Scale:

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

NO.
INTERHEDIATE
PERZORLANCE OBJECTIVES NO.

6..1

6.2

Given a pictorial chart
of the print mechanism
assembly, the student
will correctly identify
5 of 7 parts.

Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter the student
will remove and rein-
stall the print mecha-
nism with 75% accuracy.

36.0
36.1

36.2

CErramoN _kmAsuns

See attached test.
Identify the 7 parts on the attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the print mechanisLi
on an IBM Selectric typewriter. You will
be graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy SO%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

3 0
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36.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the print
mechanism on an IBM selectric typewriter .

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy - 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%



BUSINESS MAL:HINE MAINTENANCE (INTERMEDIATE)

TERMINAL PERYORMILNCE
OBJECTIVE NO . 37. ESCAPEMENT

-Ehe student will disassemble, identify and reassemble the escapement
on an IBM Selectric typewriter with 75% accuracy as judged by attached
rating scale:

Selection of tools
Accuracy
Speed
Neatness

NO .

IIMIMMED IATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

7.0

37.2

Given a pictorial chart
of the escapement as-
sembly, the student wil
correctly identify _10

_f 13 parts.

Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter the student
will remove and rein-
stall the escapement
with 75% accuracy. -

NO .

37.0
37.1

37.2

ommum[Kmumss
See attached test.
Identify the 13 parts on the attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the escapement on
an IBM Selectric typewriter, You will
be graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools
Accuracy
Speed
Neatness



(Courtgay o( international 1111 sille5i hille% COrritiratiOn)

Figure 135. Print escape n oiecIta

A.

B.

C.

D.

(COurtely of Internationat Businpas fachirics Corporation)

Figure 116. Escapement pawl veratkm.

Escapement Torque
Bar

Torque Bar Back Stop

(C kltif E Inter-oJtiOnal Mulincm achines rsirporai:on)

figure IJL Torque bar backspace.

LsCOpCfl _nt Torque
Bar

Escapement Trigger

Trigger Guide

Escapement
Torque Bar

A. REST POSITION

Escapement
Trigger Lever

Trigger Guide Cams
Trigger To Rear

Escapement Tri --r
Lev er

B. ACTIVE POSITION

!Courtviy if Ifficunational Ito5inoss Machtn Commotion)

I, in UN- EACapersient trigger opt: ruuiuli tyle).
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37.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reasse ble the escapement
on an IBM selectric typewriter.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25-0

Accuracy - SO%

Speed - 10%

Neatness 15



COURSE BUSINESS MACHINE MAINTEIANCE ITTERMEDIATE)

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 38.0 BACKSPACE

The student will disassemble, identify and reassemble the backspace on
an IBM Selectric typewriter with 75% accuracy as judged by attached
rating scale:

Selection of _ools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

1

.2

INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES_ NO.

Given a pictorial char
of the backspace as-
sembly, the student wi I

correctly identify 9

of 11 parts.

Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter the student
will remove and rein-
stall the backspace
mechanism with 75% ac-
curacy.

38,0
38.1

2

CRITERION MEASURES

See attached tes__
Identify the 11 pa
chart.

on the attached

Remove and reinstall the backspace mecha-
nism on an IMB Selectric typewriter. You
will be graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%



(Coon Cny Oi lOtoroationai LOinciA Mhin, COITVIAtion)

Figure 158. Spacebar lockoutnew style .

woonmy o leforne nonocn machloc,

Figure 159. Buck Space medujnisin,

38.1

ckopoce Ro k Ftu
mist To The ±mit

Escapement Pawl Moon
To Nem Rock Tooth

A. SACKSPACE ACTUATING STROKE

Sockspoom Pond Moves
To Nem Rock Tooth

11. BACKSPACE RESTOSING STROKE

tCooncay of Trocrnationsi Bannon machines Cor

Figure 160. Backspace operation_

(cowl,,y nr InornaA) ikon-Wks M4,hm, lion)

J,ri f Ff Bo( Aspat e 1.es fryer media stn.
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38.0 Crite ion Measure

_Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the backspace
on an IBM selectric typewriter.

You will be graded as follows!

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy 50%

Speed 10%

Neatness .- 15%



BUS CHINE MAINTENANCE (INTERMEDIA E

TERMINAL'PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 39.0 CARRIER RETURN

The student will disassemble, identify and reassemble the carrier return
r'cin an IBM Selectric typewriter with 75% accuracy as judged by attached
rating scale:
Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES Ji0, CRITERION MEASIMES

39.1 Given a pictorial chart
of the carrier return
assembly, the student
will correctly identify

9 of 12 parts.

39.2 Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter the student
will remove and rein-
stall the carrier re-
turn with 75% accuracy.

9.0
9.1

39.

See attached test.
Identify the 12 parts on the attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the carrier return
on an IBM Selectric typewriter. You will
be graded on the following scale.

Selection of tools
Accuracy
Speed
Neatness
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(Courtesy of Inkrontoonal nummNs Maann s Cornm ;own \ Figure 165. Carr ler return c latch unlatching

Figure 163. Carrier fel urn limb ioperation (721).
met hanism,
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39.0 Cri_erion Measure

Disassemb ei identify
return on an IBM selec

he parts, and reassemble the carrier
ric typew iter.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy - 50%

Speed 10%

Neatness 15%



FEWAHMIAN E
rvE No. qQ 0

:.completion of the paper feed mechanism unit of instruction the
adent will answer 75% of the attached criterion test correctly. In
atipn the student will disassemble, identify and reassemble the

pe'r.,feed mechanism on an IBM Selectric typewriter with 75% Lccuracy
ii-dged' by attaChed rating scale .

election of tools 25%
_ .

ccuracy 50%
eed 10%

eatness 15%

BUSINESS MACHINE MAINTENANCE INTERMEDIATE)

PAPER FEED MECHANISM

TATE
CE 0

0 2

,Given a pictorial chart
:-of- the paper feed as-
sembly, the student
will correctly identity
7 of 9 parts.

Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter the student
will remove and rein-
stall the paper feed
mechanism with 75% ac-
curacy.

40.0 Test attached.

40.1 Iden ify the 9 parts on the attached
char

40.2 Remove and reinstall the paper feed
mechanism on an IBM Selectric typewriter.
You will be graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools
Accuracy
Speed
Neatness

4 2

25%
50%
10%
15%
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40.0 CRITERION MEASURE

1. The purpose of the yoke on the rocker assembly on the IBM
Selectric is to

a. provide a mount for the tilt ring.
b. prevent side play in_the rocker.
c. pivot the rocker shaft.
d. prevent upward movement of the carrier.

2. How many characters does the type head of the IBM Selectric
typewriter contain?

a. 82
b. 84

86
88

Which of the following Choices is a part of the gearless tilt
mechanism in figure 49 of the Supplementary Material, but is
not shown in the rocker portion in figure 47?

a. Tilt pulley c. Tilt tape
b. Link d. Tilt ring

4. What is designed into the drive system of the IBM Selectric
to insure that the motor will start under a heavy load?

a. A positive-drive belt.
b. An eight-toothed pulley.
c. A centrifugal clutch.
d. A clutch pulley hub.

Which of the following choices is not a po ered operation on
the IBM Selectric?

c.- Cart:&r return.
b. Backspace. d. Tabulator.

Activation of the cycle clutch on the IBM Selectric is begun
by the

.

a. downward movement of the interpos-
b. depression of a keylever.
c. cycle clUtch link spring.
d. cycle clutch bail.

7. The rotate mechanism must position the type head to

a. 4 positions.
b. 4 band.

4 4

c. cycle clutch link spring.
d. cycle clutch bail.



40 0 Criterion Measure Cont-

..Re:fer to figure 73 in the Supplementary Material. The new
cycle clutch latch on the IBM Selectric is restored by the

cyCle clutch bail.
cycle clutch sleeve.

c. restoring cam follower.

If the tab lever on the IBM Selectric were to latch to the
rear during a carrier r turn operation, then the

a. carrier wOUld lock. c. machine would stall.
b. lever would break. d. machine would operate normally

-10. What part of the IBM Selec ric contacts the beliringer bell-
Crank to ring the bell?

-a. Line lock bracket. c. Left margin stop.
b. Right margin stop. d. Tab lever bracket.

-11. In order that the backspace operation latch on the IBM Selectric
may rotate freely, it is mounted to the horizontal arm of the
backspace bellcrank by a

a. tension spring. C. setscrew.
-b. horizontal lug. d. ball-shouldered rivet.

12. The stick shift on the IBM Selectr c is used to change

a. automatic velocity control.
b. the movement of the carrier.
c. type head velocity.
d. the relationship between striker and anvil.

13. The characters on the IBM Selectric type head.slightly emboss the
paper due to the

a. density of the platen.
b. free flight of the type head.
c. size of the character.
d. anvil and striker.

Theplaten ratchet on the IBM Selectric normally provides for
typing at how many lines per inch?

a. 4 C. 6

-- b. 5 d. 7

15. What happens during a keylever operation on the IBM Selectric
as the interposer latches down?



40.0 Criterion Measure - Cont'd

15. Con't.
a. -The cycle ball trips the cycle clutch pawl.
b. A lug on the bottom of the interposer forces the cycle

clutch latch pawl up.
The cycle clutch pawl resets on its keeper.
The cycle clutch latch swings into the path of the cycle
clutch sleeve.

The shift interlock on the IBM Selectric comes into play dur-
ing a print operation to

a. lock the type head in position.
b. lock the interposers.
c. prevent parts damage.
d. prevent selection error.

.17. The maximum number of rotations and tilts needed to reach any
character on the type head of the IBM Selectric is

a. 4 rotations and 3 tilts.
b. 5 rotations and 3 tilts.
c. 4 rotations and 4 tilts.
d. 3 rotations and 5 tilts.

18. If the tilt mechanism on the IBM Selectric does not supply
the proper amount of motion to the tilt ring for a given
tilt selection, the condition is corrected by the

a. voke c. tilt detent
b. V-shaped d. tilt pulley link

19. When both tilt latches on the IBM Selectric are operated,
the result is three character bands of tilt. Which character
band is then in the print position?

C. 3
b. 2 d. 4

20. How many of the rotate differential latches are used to effect
a positive three rotate operation?

21. Each time a shift key is depressed, the type head on the IBM
Selectric should rotate through

a. 360 in a clockwise direction.
b. 180 in a clockwise direction.
c. 360 in a counterclockwise direction.
d. 180 in a counterclockwise direction.

22. Detent timing on the IBM Selectric is accura-ely set when the

46



40.0 Cri erion Measure - Cont'd

22. Con't.

a. print shaft is timed with the cycle shaft.
b. detends begin to-withdraw just before the type head prints .
c. rotate detent engages the type head as soon as possible

before the type head restores.
d. compensator assist spring applies no pressure against the

nylon roller.

23. The selector compensator's main function on the IBM Selectric
is to

a. block the downward movement of the interposer_
b. insure that only one interposer at a time is in operation .
c. select which interposer to accept.
d. prevent more than one key at a time from being depressed.

24. The ribbon lift motion for the film ribbon lift on the IBM
Selectric is supplied by a

a. spring
clutch

c. ratchet
d. cam

25- Automatic velocity selection on the IBM SeleCtric is accom-
plished by

changing impression control.
a dual print cam.

c. impression springs.
d. control links.

26. The purpose of the torque bar on the IBM Selectric is to

------aUwithemoveMent of the rack,-
b. lift the escapement trigger.
c. hold the escapement trigger down.
d. trip the pawls out of their racks.

,27. The margin release of the IBM Selectric operates by

a. lifting the margin stops.
b. shifting the margin stops to the right.
c. shifting the margin stops to the left .
d.--pushing the margin stops down.

28. The ribbon feed pawl on the IBM
power from the ribbon feed cam,
from a

47

,ctric gets its driving
it gets its return power



--n't.

a. cam follower.
13. return link.

40.0 - Criterion Measure Cont'd

c. return eccentric.
d. return spring.

Ifhich of the following-,choices describes, the character yield
-per spool of 3121 polyethylene film ribbon used on the Model
71 Selectric?

a. 50,000
b. 51,000

C.
d.

52,000
53,000

...The primary purpose of the cam followers on the IBM Selec_ ic
is to

a. stop the cam's motion.
b. convert rotary motion to linear motion .

c. start the cam's motion.
d. stop the cam from rebounding.

31. The speed of the carrier on the IBM Selectric is controlled
during tabulation by a

A. spring clutch.
b. brake-shoe.

C.
d.

centrifugal clutch.
pneumatic governor.

32. The ribbon feed and lift operations on the IBM Selectric are
. locked out by a

a carrier pointer c. stencil lever.
feed pawl. d. hairpin spring.

48



40 0 Criterion Measure

'Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the paper feed
mechanism on an IBM selectric typewriter.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy - 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%

4 9



E BUSINESS MACHINE EINTENANCE (INTE AEDIATE)

P ORMANCE
41.0

Given an IBM Selectric typewriter, the student will diagnose, troubleshoot,
mndrestore to proper operating condition 15 designated malfunctions with-

accuracy as judged by attached rating scale. The criterion measure
Vofthis TPO is contained in the IPO measures.

Ileathess of work 15%
:Spped 10%
AcOuracy SO%
)Selection of tools 25%

IATE
PERFORMANCE OILTECTIVES NO.

41.1
41-.2

41.4
41.5
41.6
41:;IL
4.1.8
41.9
41.1
41,1
41,1
41,1
41.1
41,1

On each of IPO's below:
Given an IBM Selectric
typewriter with a spec-
ified malfunction, the
student will trouble-
shoot, repair, adjust
and/or replace parts
within 75% accuracy as
judged by attached rat-,
ing scale.

Failure to print
Motor will not run
Repeating keys
Faint print
Failure to space
Ribbon lift

_Rihhan cirtve__
Skipping
Motion
Type on feet
Ring ahd platen
Space bar repeat
Backspace
Banking
Carrier return

41.1
41.2
41.3
41.4
41.5
41.6
41-7_
41.8
41.9
41.1C
41.11
41.12
41.13
41.14
41.15

CRITERION MEASURES

Correct failure to print"
Correct "motor will not run"
Correct "repeating keys"
Correct "faint print"
Correct "failure to space"
Correct "ribbon lift"
_Correct "ribbon drive"
Correct "skipping'
Correct "motion"
Correct "type on feet"
Correct "ring and platen"
Correct "space bar repeat
Correct "backspace"
Correct "banking"
Correct "carrier return"

Neatness of work 15%
Speed 10%
Accuracy SO%
Selection 25%

5 0



tTERMINAL PEEPOIGIMICE
CMJECTIVE NO. 42.0

=WE BUSINESS AACHINE NTEN -CE ( NTERMEDIATE)

'The student will disassemble,
of an Olivetti adding machine
'rating .scale.

Selection
'Accuracy
::Speed
Neatness

of tools 25%
50%
10%

- 15%

CASE

identifydand reassemble the case (cover)
with 75% accuracy as judged b-Y attached

2.1

42.2

TE
PERFORMANCE ORJECTIVES

Given a pictoral chart
of the casing assembly
the student will
correctly identify
seven of nine parts.

Given an Olivetti add-
ing the studen
will remove and'rein-
stall the casing with
75% accuracy.

NO.

42.0
42.1

42.2

CRITERION NEASTJRES

See attached test.
Identify the nine parts on the attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the casing on an
olivetti adding machine. You will be
graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15

51





42.0 Criterion Measure

Diasassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the case of
.an Olivetti adding machine.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%



AL PERFOTOWICE
piE NO. 43.0

MAC MAINTENANCE I TERMEDIATE)

The situdent will disassemble, iden
adding-machine with 75% accuracy

rlectiOn of tools: 25%
*curacy 50%

'qRP.P4r.-
10%

6atne-ss 15%

MOTOR

,i,fyand reassemble the motor on an Olivetti
as judged by attached rating scale.

INTIM/MUTE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIV

43.1 Given a pictorial chart
of the motor assembly,
the student will cor-
rectly identify 21 of
27 parts.

-4 3.2 Given an Olivetti
adding machine the
student will remove and
reinstall the motor
with 75% accuracy.

43.2

rr ON

tcid W __ts on the attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the motor on an
Olivetti adding machine. You will be
graded on the foilowing scale.

Selection of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

5 4
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43.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reas_e_ ble the motor on
an Olivetti adding machine.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy - 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%

57



CO_

TERMINkL PERFORMANCE
-OBJECTIVE NO. 44.0

E BUSINESS IACHINE MAINTENANCE (INTERMEDIATE)

KEYBOARD Ei ENTRY SLIDE

The student will disassemble, identify,and reassemble the keyboard
entry slide on an Olivetti adding machine with 75% accuracy as judged
by attached rating scale.

Selection of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
INleatness 15%

44.1

44.2

Given a pictorial char
of the assembly, the
student will correctly
identify 12 of 17
parts.

Given an Olivetti ada-
ing machine, the
student will remove and
reinstall the entry
slide with 75% accuracy

44.0

44.1

44.2

_ ITKRION IMASURES

See attached test.

Identify the 17 parts on the atTached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the entry slide on
an Olivetti adding machine. You will
be graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%
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44.0 Cri erion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the keyboard
entry slide on an Olivetti adding machine.

You will be graded as follow

Selection of tools 25%

Accuracy 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%
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CARMS=J3[151115.5_4MaLtELiaINTENANCE (INTERMEDIATE)

TERMINAL PMFORMANCE
OEJECTIVE NO. 45.0 REGISTER

-The student will disassemble, identify.) and reassemble_the register on
-an Olivetti adding machine with 75% accuracy as judged by attached
rating scale.

Selection of Tools:_. 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

NO.
INTD lATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

45.1

45.2

Given a pictorial char
of the assembly, the
student will correctly
identify 13 of 18
parts.

Given an Olivetti add-
ing machine the student
will remove and rein7
stall the register with
75% accuracy.

ITMION Iv-Awns

45.0 See attached test.
45.1 Identify the 18 parts on the attached

chart.

45 2 Remove and reinstall the Register on an
Olivetti adding machine. You will be
graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

6 2
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45.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the register
on an Olivetti adding machine.

You will be graded as :ollows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy - 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%

65



URSE_LijaalLas_uarjua P,m11_ ,JAN cF (INTERMEDIATE)

TERMINAL PnYORMANCE
OBJECTWE NO. 46.0 REGISTER INVERSION

The student will disassemble, identify, and reassemble the Register
.inversion assembly on an Olivetti adding machine with 75% accuracy
as judged by attached rating scale.

Selection of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

_TE
NO. PMFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

46.1

46.2

Given a pictorial chart
of the Register
inversion assembly,
the student will
correctly identify 13
of IS parts.

Given an Olivetti add-
ing machine the stud
ent will remove and
reinstall the inversion
crank with 75%
accuracy.

46.1.

46.Z

CRITERION
ee a ac e est.

Identify the 18 parts on the at ached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the invers on crank
on an olivetti adding machine. You will
be graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

6 6
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46.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, andreassemble the regi-
inversion on an Olivetti adding machine.

-

You will be
. graded as follows:

Selection of _ools - 25%

Accuracy - 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%



INAL PEXPORMANCE
ECTPIE NO. 47.0

MAME BUSINESS CHINE MAINTENANCE NTERMEDIATE)

UNIVERSAL BAR

he student will disassemble, identify) and reassemble the,_universal
bar_assembly on an Olivetti Adding machine with 75% accuracy as judged
I -attached rating scale.

.election of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%
:Speed 10%
..Neitness 15%

47.2

INTERN _ IATE
PERFO -CE ()EJECT:MS

--
Given a pictorial chart
of the Universal Bar
assembly, the student
will correctly identify
10 of 13 parts.

Given an Olivetti add-
ing machine the student
will remove and rein=
tall the universal ba-

with 75% accuracy.

NO.

47.0
47.1

47.2

CRITERION

See attached test.
Identify the 14 parts on the attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the universal bar
on an-Olivetti adding machine. You will
be graded on the following scale:

Selection of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

7 0
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47.0 Criterion Measure

.Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the universal bar
assembly on an Olivetti adding machine.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy - 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%



INAL PERFORMANCE
CTIVE NO. 4 8 . 0

MAINTENAKI_IINTERMEDIATE)

CREDIT BALANCE

*.student_will_disassemble, identify, and reassemble the credit balance
eChanism on ah Olivetti adding machine with 75% accuracy as judged by
attached rating scale.

Se1ection of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%

= Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

NO,
INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES NO CRITERION

48.1

48.2

Given a pictorial
chart of the credit
balance assembly, the
student will correctly
identify 15 of 20 parts

Given an.Olivetti add-
ing machine the stud-
ent will remove and re-
install the credit
balance rocker with
75% accuracy.

48.0
48.1

48.2

See attache
Identity th
chart.

-est-
-0 parts on the attached

Remove and reinstall the credit
balance rocker on an Olivetti adding
machine. You will be graded on the
following scale:

Selection of tools: 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

7 4
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48.0 Crite ion Measure

'Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the credit balance
m9chanism on an Olivetti adding machine.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness 15%

7 7



aRMEA_IUgUIN=L22aUlTLI2JEIIII2INII_(INTERMEDIATE)

ERMINAL PERPORMMICE
RJECTIVE NO . 49.0 MAIN SHAFT & CLUTCH

-srudent will disassemble, identify, and reassemble the main shaft &
liitCh.On an Olivetti adding machine with 75% accuracy as judged by
iiathed rating scale .

election of tools 25%
CCUrACy 50%
ti0-04 10%
dathess 15%

I/ITER/MUTE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

9.2

Given a pictorial chart
of the main shaft &
clutch assembly, the
student will correctly
identify 12 of 15 parts.

Given an Olivetti add-
ing machine, the stud-
ent will remove and
reinstall the clutch
with 75% accuracy.

NO.

49.0

49.1

CRITERION MEASURES

See attached test.

Identify the 15 parts on the attached
chart.

49.2 Remove and reinstall the clutch of an
Olivetti adding machine. You will be
graded on the following scale.

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

7 8
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49.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the main shaft
;and clutch on an Olivetti adding machine.

,You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy - 50%

-Speed - 10%

-Neatness 15%
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SE

TERMINAL PrRFORNANCE
OBJECTWE NO.

(INTERMEDIATE)

PRINTING MECHANISM

The student will disassemble, identify, and reassemble the printing
methanism on an Olivetti adding machine with 75% accuracy as judged
by attached rating scale.

-,8e1ection of tools
.-ACcuracy
Ppeed
Neatness

0.1

S0.2

25%
50%
10%
15%

TE
CE OBJECTIVES

Given a pictorial cha
of the printing
asseml)ly, the student_
will correctly identifY
13 of 18 parts.

Given an Olivetti
adding machine, the
student will remove
and reinstall the
printing assembly with
75% accuracy.

NO.

50,0

50.2

50.2

CREURIONKUMMES

See attached test.

Identify the 18 parts on the attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the printing
assembly on an Olivetti adding machine.
You will be graded on the following
scale:

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy SO%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

8 2
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50.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the prin_ing
mechanism on an Olivetti adding machine.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools - 25%

Accuracy 50%

Speed - 10%

Neatness - 15%



COURSE MAUI MAiNTENTANCE (INTERMEDIATE)

TM-1MM. PERFOR1A/4CE
OBJECTIVE NO . 1

The student will disassemble, identify, and reassemble the ribbon advance
4 reverse on an Olivetti adding machine with 75% accuracy as judged by
attached rating scale.

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy SO%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%

51 1

51.2

Given a pictorial cha t
of the ribbon advance
assmebly, the student
will correctly identify
IZ of 16 parts.

Given an Olivetti add-
ing machine, the stud-
ent will remove and
reinstall the ribbon
advance and reverse
assembly with 75%
accuracy.

1.0
51.1

1.2

ITERION IMASURES

See attached test.
Identify the 16 parts on the attached
chart,--

Remove and reinstall the Ribbon advance
reverse assembly on an Olivetti adding

machine. You will be graded on the
following scale:

Selection of Tools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%





51.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the ribbon
advance and reverse on an Olivetti adding machine.

You will be graded as follows:

Selection of tools 25%

Accuracy

Speed - lU

Neatness 15%

8 9



COURSE BUSINESS N CHINE MAINTENANCE (INTERMEDIATE)

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 52.0 LINE SPACING

Upon completion of the line spacing unit of instruction, the student
'will answer 75% of the attached criterion test correctly. In addition

the student will disassemble,_identify, and reassemble the line spacing
mechanism on an Olivetti adding machine with 75% accuracy as judged
-by attached rating scale.

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%

Neatness 15%

NO.

IMERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

52.1

52 2

Given a pictorial chart
of the line space
assembly, the student_
will correctly identify
9 of 12 parts.

Given an Olivetti add-
ing machine, the stud-
ent will remove and
reinstall the line
space assembly with 75%
accuracy.

NO.LORITKIVON MEASURES_

52.0

52.1

52.2

Test attached

Ident fy the 12 parts on the attached
chart.

Remove and reinstall the line space
assembly on an Olivetti adding
machine. You will be graded on the
following scale:

Selection of tools 25%
Accuracy 50%
Speed 10%
Neatness 15%
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52.0 Criterion Measure

Disassemble, identify the parts, and reassemble the line spacing
mechanism on an Olive ti adding machine.

You will be graded as fol o

Selection of tools 25%

Accuracy - SO%

Speed 1096

Neatness - 15%

91



0 - CRITERION MEASURE

1. To add on t Olivet i adding machine, numbers are entered into the
machine by:

a. depressing numerical keys
b. rotating the key stems
c. inversion of the register

2. The calculation racks are powered upward by the:

a. universal bar
b. release of the stop section
c. calculation rack springs

The register is composed of wheels that are:

interlocking
brought into mesh during total
in mesh with the calculation racks all of the time

4. In rest position of the print wheels the figure (a. -zero ), b. (1),

c. (2) faces the platen

S. The first escapement stop is:

a. spring loaded
b. made solid
c. split in half

The column indicator moves with the stop section and indicates how many
digits have been entered in the:

a. stop section
b. register
c. add wheels

7. The register is moved forward to engage the calculation racks when:

a. the bar and calculation racks are at the top of their travel
b. the register leaves the carry sectors
c. the carries have been completed

Motor keys are held in a tripped condition

a. motor trip crank
b. clutch disc
c. clutch dragging tooth

9. During an add cycle the calculation racks move upward until they are
stopped by:

a. a numerical stop that has been set
b. limit of calculation rack spring
C. the print wheel rotating as far as it will go

9 2



52.0 - CRITERION _EASURE - Cont'd.

10. The calculation racks are restored to rest

a. a spring
b. restoring arm
c. universal bar

11. The complement to 9 of any number is the difference between
that number and 9. Find the complement to 9 of the numbers
listed.

Complement = 9 - the number

= - 8

= 9 - 7

= 9 - 6

= 9 - 5

9 - 4

= 9

= 9 - 2

= 9 1

= 9 - 0

12. When the register is engaged with either the calculation racks or
the carry sectors, it is locked in a horizontal position by the:

a. locking plate
b. escapement plate
c. stablizing lever

13. During a non-add cycle:

a. the register does not move
b. the calculation racks do not rise
c. the stop section is half stepped

14. When the white flag disappears from t e --indow, the operator
knows there is:

a. a credit balance in the register
b. a debit balance in the register
c. nothing in the register

15. As the operator performs a series of additions and subtractions,
the result is accumulated:

a. in the register
b. in the print wheels
c. in the stop section



52.0 - CRITERION MEASURE - Contid.

16. During a total cycle, the register wheels are "engaged" with
the calculation racks:

a. before the calculation racks rise
b. after the calculation racks reach

occured
c. all the time

top and printing

17. Du ing a total cycle the calculation racks rise until:

a. the calculation racks limit against a set stop in t e stop
section

b. the wide tooth of the register wheel limits against the
transfer lever

c. the wide tooth of the register limits against the carry
sector
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0 - CRITERION MEASURE - Cont'd.

C ROLE TRUE OR FA SE ON THE FOLLOWING

T F During a total cycle, the repeat lever is restored to
rest position as the total key is depressed. Early in
the total cycle the stop section is moved a half step
to the left and the register inverted if necessary.

19.

20.

T

T

F

F

Then, the register is engaged with the calculation racks
before they begin to rise.

A print latch can only pull down the print latch to
its right.

A primary carry always requires a secondary carry.

21. T F The register is made up of two rows of wheels with
gear teeth which are on two parallel shafts so that
they are always in mesh

22. T F The two register wheels forming the first set on the
right are the unit wheels, the second set are the tens
wheels, the third set are the hundreds wheels, etc.

23. T F Each of the register wheels has one wide tooth which
is the transfer tooth.

24. T F Each register :heel has nine teeth on it, one tooth
for each digit from 0 through 9.

25. T F After the calculation racks have been restored the re-
gister is moved to the rear to engage with the carry
sector.

26. T F As a primary carry is made into a column which is already
at 9, the wide tooth of the subtract wheel will lower
the next carry sector to the left to make a secondary
carry.

27. T F The register only engages the carry sectors one during
each add or subtract cycle.

28. 1 F When a subtotal is taken, the accumulation in the register
prints on the tape, but the register is not cleared.

29. 1 F The only difference between taking a total and subtotal
is in the register engagement.

30. T F The subtract symbol print latch is always hooked under
the print vane.
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-E bUSINESS MACHINE NCE (INTERMEDIATE)

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 53.0 TROUBLE _SHOOTING

Given an Olivetti adding machine, the student will diagnose, troubleshoot,
and restore to proper operating condition 15 designated malfunctions
within 75% accuracy as judged by attached rating scale.
'The criterion measure of this TPO is contained in the IPO measures.

Selection of tools
Accuracy
Speed
Neatness

25-o

50%
10%
15%

NO .

INT Emma) LkTE
P ERFORMANCE OBJ ECT IVES

On each of the IPO's
below:
Given an Olivetti add-
ing machine with a
specific malfunction,
the student will
troubleshoot, repair,
adjust and/or replace
parts within 75%
accuracy judged by
attached rating scale.

53.1 Faint print
53.2 Motor will not run
53.3 Fails to add
53.4 Will not carry over
53..5 Clears out on-subtotal
53.6 Will not total
.53.7 Will not cycle through

(clutch)
53.8 Failure to move the

indicator flag
53.9 Register fails to

invert
53.11 Prints wrong symbol
53. Stop section
53.1 Listing (numerical

keyboard)
53.13 Print alignme t
53.la Paper feed
53.15 Adds on non-add cycle

NO CRITERION }ASURES

53.1
53.2
53.3
53.4
53.5
53.6
53.7
53.8
53.9
53.1
53.1
53.1
53.1
53.1
53.1

On the Olivetti adding machine assigned
to you, troubleshoot, and repair_as
needed each of the specified malfunctions
below to bring the machine back to
operating condition.

Correct "faint print" malfunction
Correct "motor will not run" malfunction
Correct "fails to add" malfunction
Correct "carry over" malfunction
Correct "subtotal" malfunction
Correct "total" malfunction
Correct "clutch" malfunction
Correct "flag" malfunction
Correct "inversion" malfunction
Correct "symbol" malfunction
Correct "stop section" malfunction
Correct "listing" malfunction
Correct "print alignment" malfunction
Correct "paper feed" malfunction
Correct "non-add" malfunction
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